CLAIMS SERVICES COMMITTEE MISSION

To consider and report to the Board of Directors on: all matters involving Correspondents; and any claims and subrogation matter (excepting General Average and Salvage) which may have market implications. Some specific activities are:

1. To recommend directly, without approval of the Board of Directors, to interested underwriters the disposition of General Average claims referred to it. To liaise with the average adjusting community.

2. To recommend a Salvage Award directly, without approval of the Board of Directors, to the interested parties in salvage cases referred to it.

3. To administer relations with the Correspondents including recommendations for changes in Correspondents, districts, survey forms, etc.

4. To consider and report on claims/subrogation matters impacting on hull, cargo, liability, offshore/energy and pleasure craft classes of business, including suggestions directed towards maintaining or improving the prompt settlement of claims.

5. To report to the Board or other appropriate committees any loss prevention measures or techniques coming to its attention.